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Abstract 
We study a dynamical system described by the Duffing equation under static plus large periodic excitation. The 
bifurcation diagram in terms of the amplitude of the periodic excitation reveals that there are at least six cascades of 
period doubling bifurcations with the other parameters fixed at specific values. These six sequences are further 
investigated by a continuation algorithm which is based on the principles of the shooting method combined with the 
Newton method for solving nonlinear equations. A Runge-Kutta-H~ta method has been used for solving the system of 
differential equations. The final conclusion is that each of the six sequences i governed by Feigenbaum's number 
6 = 4.6692 from Universality Theory. Beyond the limit values derived for the amplitude of the periodic excitation ew 
strange attractors are found. 
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1. Introduction 
We consider a dynamical system governed by the Duffing equation under static plus large 
periodic forcing: 
Yc + c~ + ax + bx 3 = Fo q- F1 cos f2t. (1.1) 
The coefficients a, b,c are positive. A dot denotes differentiation with respect o time t. Eq. (1.1) 
describes various problems dealing with nonlinear vibrations in engineering and physics I-8-1. In the 
absence of external forces, the unique equilibrium state x = ~ = 0 is stable. When Fo = 0 Fang and 
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Dowell I-2] found some special features for large amplitudes F1 of the periodic excitation. Besides 
the multiplicity of responses, there is a duality for both periodic and chaotic responses. Period 
doubling does exist and a possible pattern for transition to chaos was indicated. Pezeshki and 
Dowell [7] examined basin boundary maps and transient time maps for Eq. (1.1) with Fo = 0 and 
with the periodic excitation written as F1 sin f2t, among other Duffing type equations. For certain 
values of the parameters two period doubling subharmonic cascades leading to chaos were found. 
The system initially undergoes a classical period doubling cascade that leads to chaos. It quickly 
moves out of chaos and then goes back into chaotic oscillations. 
This contribution deals with the case where the static term Fo is present and may be 
considered as a continuation of the previous papers I-4, 9-16] of the authors. By establishing 
the bifurcation diagram with respect o the amplitude parameter F1 of the periodic excitation, 
the other parameters c, a, b, Fo and £2 taking specific values, we found that there are at least six 
sequences of period doubling bifurcations having the periods 1P,2P ,4P ,  8P, ... with P = 2rt/I2, 
leading in the limit to chaotic behaviour. Three of these six cascades are illustrated in 
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In the next sections we describe the algorithm for studying further these six sequences. This 
continuation algorithm is based on the principles of the shooting method. 
2. The shooting method 
We write the periodic differential system as a two-dimensional system 
__dXdt = X(x , t )  w i thx  = IXlJx2 . 
Thus, with xl = x, x2 = :~ we have 
)~1 : X2,  
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X has the period P = 2re/f2 with respect o t. The parameter that we let vary is the amplitude of the 
periodic excitation Fa, the other parameters being fixed. 
We look for a periodic solution with period T. In the period doubling subharmonic cascade we 
have to take T = 1P, T = 2P, T = 4P, .. . ,  consecutively. Choose some value Xo as the starting 
point of the procedure corresponding to time t = 0. We consider the image f(xo) of the point Xo 
obtained by numerically integrating the system (2.2) with initial value Xo and by computing the 
solution x(t, Xo) at the period T. Hence 
f(xo) = x(T, xo). (2.3) 
We want to find a closed orbit in the phase plane. Therefore, we have to look for a fixed point x* of 
the map f :  
x* =f(x*) .  (2.4) 
Let Xo be an approximation to x*. By linearizing Eq. (2.4) with respect o Xo, the correction vector 
Axo for Xo defined as 
Axo = x* -- Xo (2.5) 
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has to satisfy the system of linear equations: 
[I - A (T) ]  Axo = ro, (2.6) 
where ro is the error at the end of the integration: 
ro =f (xo)  - Xo. (2.7) 
In (2.6), I is the identity matrix and A(t)  is the fundamental matrix of the system of the first 
variational equations derived from the original system (2.1) and written with respect to the 
reference solution x(t,  Xo ): 
dy _ ~X [x(t, Xo), t] y. (2.8) 
dt ~3x 
The initial condition is A(0) = I. For our problem the first variational equations are given by 
3h = Y2, 
(2.9) 
Y2 = - (a + 3bx2)y l  - cy2. 
Table 1 
Cont inuat ion procedure for the 1P solution 
F1 Xl x2 s1 $2 
23.80 1.294904875 3.045001232 -0 .602383 ± i0.413065 
23.82 1.295405645 3.062326418 -0 .610331 ± i0.401228 
23.84 1.295907278 3.079619198 -0 .618307±i0 .388825 
23.86 1.296409739 3.096879422 - 0.626308 ± i0.375801 
23.88 1.296912995 3.114106956 -0 .634335 ± i0.362088 
23.90 1.297417011 3.131301672 -0 .642386 ± i0.347604 
23.92 1.297921755 3.148463455 -0 .650461 ±i0.332247 
23.94 1.298427195 3.165592201 - 0.658560±i0.315891 
23.96 1.298933300 3.182687815 -0 .666681 ± i0.298370 
23.98 1.299440037 3.199750210 - 0.674824 ± i0.279465 
24.00 1.299947376 3.216779312 -0 .682989 ± i0.258872 
24.02 1.300455288 3.233775052 - 0.691174 ± i0.236150 
24.04 1.300963742 3.250737372 -0 .699379 ± i0.210611 
24.06 1.301472711 3.267666222 -0 .707604 ± i0.181066 
24.08 1.301982216 3.284561560 - 0.715847 ± i0.145088 
24.10 1.302492075 3.301423352 -0 .724109±i0 .095676 
24.12 1.303002416 3.318251572 -0 .678490 -0 .786288 
24.14 1.303513160 3.335046199 - 0.617696 - 0.863675 
24.16 1.304024281 3.351807221 - 0.583137 -0 .914859 
24.18 1.304535752 3.368534634 -0 .557187 - 0.957466 
24.20 1.305047549 3.385228438 - 0.535967 -0 .995374 
24.22 1.305559646 3.401888640 -0 .517839 - 1.030220 
24.24 1.306072019 3.418515255 -0 .501929 -1 .062876 
24.26 1.306584644 3.435108301 -0 .487707 - 1.093870 
24.28 1.307097498 3.451667804 -0 .474822 -1 .123554 
24.30 1.307610557 3.468193794 - 0.463028 - 1.152171 
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The process defined by Eq. (2.6) will be used in an iterative manner.  In each iteration we have to 
solve the l inear system for the correct ions Axo by the use of any classical method in numerical  
analysis. This defines the amel iorated value for Xo. The iterative method converges numerical ly 
when I Ax0l is sufficiently small. In this way we obtain the closed orbit  that represents the periodic 
solution with the relevant period. The suggested iterative technique combines the shooting 
technique with the Newton  method for solving nonl inear equations. These methods converge 
locally and quadrat ical ly as shown by Deuf lhard [1]. For  the treatment of the mathematical  
questions on approx imat ion  and error  analysis we refer to 1-13. 
The stabil ity of the solutions is investigated by comput ing the eigenvalues of A(T) .  Stable 
periodic solutions correspond to eigenvalues lying inside the unit circle. 
3. The continuation procedure 
First we find a stable 1P solution for some value of the parameter  F~. This is readily obtained by 
the direct numerical  integrat ion method revolving towards the stable limit cycle in the phase 
plane. We take the starting values for Xo at t = 0 from this 1P solution and we consider small 
variat ions of the parameter  F1 at regular increments. At each varied value of the parameter  F~ we 
Table 2 
Continuation procedure for the 2P solution 
El x1 x2 s1 $2 
24.225 1.337474278 3.350326587 0.824916 0.345016 
24.250 1.351917533 3.337597795 0.521361 ± i0.113102 
24.275 1.362722823 3.329732291 0.458086 ± i0.273435 
24.300 1.371712214 3.324317646 0.395151 ± i0.358420 
24.325 1.379559675 3 .320458815 0.332567±i0.417143 
24.350 1.386603684 3.317705149 0.270345 ± i0.459917 
24.375 1.393042816 3.315791695 0.208494 ± i0.491060 
24.400 1.399005363 3.314546969 0.147025 ± i0.512829 
24.425 1.404579892 3.313852418 0.085948 ± i0.526519 
24.450 1.409830586 3.313622039 0,025273 ± i0.532889 
24.475 1.414805719 3 .313791103 -0,034990 ± i0.532339 
24.500 1.419542681 3.314309461 - 0.094830 ± i0.524992 
24.525 1.424071136 3.315137336 - 0,154238 ± i0.510705 
24.550 1.428415084 3 .316242564 -0.213205 ± i0.489033 
24.575 1.432594272 3 .317598708 -0.271719 ± i0.459106 
24.600 1.436625178 3 .319183742 -0.329772 ± i0.419356 
24.625 1.440521725 3.320979094 - 0.387354 ± i0.366833 
24.650 1.444295804 3 .322968943 -0.444456 ± i0.295074 
24.675 1.447957665 3 .325139695 -0.501068 ± i0.183142 
24.700 1.451516223 3.327479572 -0.396432 -0.717929 
24.725 1.454979283 3.329978302 - 0.311296 - 0.914272 
24.750 1.458353733 3.332626873 -0.266073 - 1.069669 
24.775 1.461645684 3.335417330 - 0.235300 - 1.209561 
24.800 1.464860589 3.338342621 - 0.212298 - 1.340611 
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now apply the shooting method with starting values for Xo taken from the previous solved case in 
the continuation procedure. The numerical integration of the first variational equations (2.9) is 
performed simultaneously with that of the original system (2.2). Hence, we have to integrate the 
sixth-order system 
X1 = X2,  
x2  = - ax l  - bx  3 - cx2  + Fo  + F1 cos  Ot ,  
3~3 = X4,  (3.1) 
x4  = - (a  + 3bx2)x3  - cx4 ,  
f¢5 = X6,  
x6  = - (a  + 3bx~)x5  - cx6 ,  
with the initial conditions at t = O: 
X1 = 9~1, X2 = X2,  X 3 = 1, X 4 --- O, X 5 = O, X 6 = 1. 
Tab le  3 
Cont inuat ion  procedure  for  the  4P  so lu t ion  
F1 x~ x 2 s 1 s 2 
24.740 1.457673786 3.302819048 0.959612 0.084412 
24.745 1.458707944 3.275616537 0.833090 0.097232 
24.750 1.459447948 3.259068819 0.700332 0.115663 
24.755 1.460080988 3.246382224 0.555130 0.145916 
24.760 1.460653301 3.235880087 0.361241 0.224234 
24.765 1.461185037 3.226832266 
24.770 1.461687142 3.218842428 
24.775 1.462166348 3.211666907 
24.780 1.462627151 3.205143209 
24.785 1.463072725 3.199156556 
24.790 1.463505414 3.193622306 
24.795 1.463927007 3.188475922 
24.800 1.464338903 3.183666856 
24.805 1.464742226 3.179154645 
24.810 1.465137891 3.174906299 
24.815 1.465526656 3.170894503 
24.820 1.465909158 3.167096334 
24.825 1.466285938 3.163492336 
24.830 1.466657459 3.160065826 
24.835 1.467024123 3.156802371 
24.840 1.467386281 3.153689384 
24.845 1.467744240 3.150715811 
24.850 1.468098273 3.147871883 
0.234641 ± i0.161078 
0.176233 ± i0.223482 
0.117515 ± i0.259216 
0.058487 ± i0.278535 
- 0.000851 ± i0.284608 
-0 .060499 ± i0.278105 
- 0.120456 ± i0.257862 
- 0.180722 ± i0.219869 
- 0.241297 ± i0.150926 
- 0.200642 - 0.403718 
- 0.137460 - 0.589282 
- 0.109415 - 0.740324 
- 0.091897 -0 .881455 
-0 .079570 -1 .018007 
-0 .070308 -1 .152107 
-0 .063046 -1 .284820 
-0 .057175 -1 .416753 
-0 .052318 -1 .548282 
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As is well known the subsequent transitions in the cascade of period doubling bifurcations occur 
as flip transitions. The solutions become unstable when one of the eigenvalues of A(T) leaves the 
unit circle along the real axis at the value - 1. The passage through the value - 1 for one of the 
eigenvalues of A(T) is determined by the use of the polynomial interpolation method. This allows 
the computation of the transition value for F1 from a stable 1P solution to an unstable 1P solution. 
In the next step we take a value of the parameter F1 slightly beyond this transition value in the 
relevant domain of the 2P solution. The whole procedure is repeated now. This allows to determine 
all desired transitions 2P -~ 4P --, 8P --+ 16P --, 32P ~ 64P ---, ... 
4. Numerical results: the six Feigenbaum sequences 
We choose the following values of the fixed parameters in the original Eq. (1.1): 
c=0.1 ,  a=l ,  b=l ,  Fo=3,  (2=1.  (4.1) 
We shall vary the amplitude of the periodic excitation ranging from F1 = 0 to F1 = 102. In this 
range we found six cascades of period doubling bifurcations near the following F1 values: 
F 1 = 15, F 1 = 24.5, F1 = 32, F1 = 47, F1 = 84, F1 = 99. (4.2) 
Let F] with i -- 1, 2,4, 8, ... denote the value of the amplitude of the periodic excitation at the 
transition from a stable iP periodic solution to an unstable periodic solution with the same period. 
At F] one of the eigenvalues of the matrix A(iP) becomes equal to - 1 with the creation of a period 
doubled solution with the period T -- 2iP. Slightly beyond F] this new 2iP periodic solution is 
stable since both eigenvalues of A(2iP) are in modulus smaller than 1. 
The computations were performed on INTEL 486 DX2-66 in Turbo Pascal with double 
precision. The relevant periods are T = 1P, T = 2P, T = 4P, T -- 8P, T = 16P and T = 32P 
where P is the period of the periodic excitation, i.e., P = 2r~ since ~2 = 1. As the numerical 
integration rule for the system of differential equations we use a Runge-Kutta-Hf i ta  method [61 
which is a sixth-order eight-stage method (see the Appendix). Such a high-order method is needed 
to obtain the 16P and 32P solutions with sufficient accuracy. The required precision on Axo was 12 
significant digits in order to stop the iterative process for solving the linear system (2.6). The step 
length was modified if necessary. 
For the second cascade with F1 ~ 24.5 Tables 1-3 yield the results for the continuation 
procedure for the 1P, 2P and 4P solutions, respectively. Actually, a smaller increment for FI has 
been used and hence not all results are listed in Tables 1-3. With, e.g., Fa -- 23.8 in Table 1 we 
obtain the limit cycle by direct numerical integration starting from Xx = 1, x2 = 0 after 30 
revolutions with period 2r~ yielding at t = 0: Xx = 1.2949 and x2 = 3.0450. At each varied F1 value 
with regular increment we now apply in each case the shooting method with the starting values 
taken from the Xl and x2 results at t = 0 of the previous olved case. We see that the nature of the 
eigenvalues Sl and s2 of A(T), which satisfy a quadratic equation, changes generally from real to 
complex conjugate and then again to real like listed in Tables 2 and 3. From Tables 1-3 we find 
that the subsequent transitions 1P ~ 2P, 2P --* 4P and 4P ~ 8P occur at F1 ~ 24.2, FI ~ 24.75 and 
F1 ~ 24.83, respectively• A few additional smaller increments of Fa have been selected near these 
values and the interpolation method was used to determine the final transition values. 
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There is some regularity for the distances between two consecutive transition values. In the limit, 
the ratio of these distances tends to Feigenbaum's number I-3] 
6 = lim - 4.6692 (4.3) 
i~  AF  2i . . . .  
We shall show this Feigenbaum relation for each of the six sequences near the F1 values listed in 
(4.2). Tables 4-9 give the results for the six sequences. We list the relevant transition, the transition 
value for F1, one of the Poincar6 section points x l ,x2  in the phase plane at time t = 0 and in the 
last column the Feigenbaum numbers 6i. For the first sequence near F1 = 15 we computed six 
Table 4 
Numerical results for the first sequence 
Transition F1 X1 X2 6i 
1P~2P 14.4656103737080 1.079511866 -0.795839065 
2P--*4P 15.6460993220540 1.276976842 -0.467456014 
4P~8P 15.8577441207413 1.398178096 -0.563008640 
8P~16P 15.9052190471101 1.485009003 2.604524193 
16P--*32P 15.9155497164117 1.491431736 2.640036518 






Numerical results for the second sequence 
Transition F1 xl x2 6i 
IP--*2P 24.2025699721261 1.305113336 3.387371132 
2P~4P 24.7383679315531 1.456794277 3.331376428 
4P--*8P 24.8293343291212 1.466608285 3.160512308 
8P--*16P 24.8468332317103 1.463455878 3.551498080 





Numerical results for the third sequence 
Transition F 1 xl  x2 ~i 
1P--*2P 31.8153849358832 3.694295903 1.287864315 
2P--*4P 33.5743619265595 2.894827301 2.222985455 
4P--*8P 33.8480748469020 2.685706180 2.618444824 
8P~16P 33.9064280782201 2.646553994 2.515663944 
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Table 7 
Numerical results for the fourth sequence 
Transition F1 xl x2 6i 
1P--*2P 46.9509342807892 3.049417152 3.956236936 
2P-~4P 47.9948804932556 3.181200466 3.021929183 
4P~8P 48.1588849022445 3.206815366 2.664831479 
8P--*16P 48.1900312435286 3.205893471 2.690626647 





Numerical results for the fifth sequence 
Transition F 1 x 1 x 2 t~ i 
1P~2P 83.8826206451221 4.626606131 14.198658196 
2P~4P 84.8406792910829 4.379710098 15.683578505 
4P~8P 85.0116555676607 4.327108870 15.737009554 
8P--*16P 85.0449397930343 .322201305 15.803388047 





Numerical results for the sixth sequence 
Transition F1 xl x 2 t~ i
1P~2P 98.2823321781231 3.990140864 - 2.003768249 
2P--,4P 100.724714997312 3.302676214 -1.777391738 
4P--,8P 101.147069123550 4.874572641 -3.929789376 5.7828 
8P~16P 101.230684995073 3.551304804 -1.239992822 5.0511 
16P~32P 101.248615908921 3.544180170 -1.232008278 4.6632 
transitions. For  the other sequences five transit ions have been calculated. We emphasize that the 
numerical  convergence to Feigenbaum's number  ~ = 4.6692 is striking in each of the six cascades. 
In accordance with Fe igenbaum's  relation the transit ion values tend to the following limit values 
for the six cascades: 
F1 = 15.919, F1 = 24.852, F1 = 33.923, F1 =48.199,  F1 = 85.054, F1 = 101.254. (4.4) 
At these values we expect from Universal ity Theory  [-3] that the behaviour  of the system becomes 
chaotic. 
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5. Concluding remarks: new strange attractors 
The bifurcation diagram reveals the occurrence of at least six cascades of period doubling 
subharmonic solutions in the range from F~ = 0 to F~ = 102 for the amplitude parameter of the 
periodic excitation. The continuation procedure based on the shooting method allows to show that 
each sequence is characterized byFeigenbaum's number in Universality Theory. This is one of the 
most convincing illustrations of Feigenbaum's relation in nonlinear oscillations with multiple 
cascades of period doubling bifurcations. 
Confirmation of the results found by the shooting technique has been obtained by an integration 
method in which high-order difference formulae are used. This approach will be discussed 
elsewhere I-5-1. 
Beyond the limit values for F1 listed in (4.4) chaotic motion is expected to set in. This is actually 
the case for each of the six sequences. Figs. 2(a)-(d) illustrates four of the six cases whereby we 
plotted 10000 Poincar6 section points in the phase plane x~ with sampling period 2rt for the 
mentioned F~ values. Note the typical stretching and folding mechanism for the attractor consist- 
ing of an infinite number of layers. 
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Although this was beyond the scope of the present paper the strange attractors in Fig. 2 have 
been thoroughly analysed for their characteristics such as the phase plane orbit, the computation of
the Liapounov exponents, the power spectrum, the autocorrelation function and the Liapounov 
dimension as a measure of the fractal nature of the strange attractor, the exponential divergence of
nearby orbits and the high sensitivity to initial conditions. 
Finally, let us mention that other values of the parameters a,b, c, F0 and ~2 than those given in 
(4.1) have been chosen too. However, for conciseness, a full discussion is omitted here. 
Appendix. The Runge-Kutta-H6ta method 
Let 
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The Runge-Kutta-Hf i ta  method is a sixth-order eight-stage method defined by 
h 
x,+~ = x, + 8--~ (41kl + 216k3 + 27k4 + 272k5 + 27k6 + 216kv + 41ks), 
with 
k~ = XEx . , t . ] ,  
1 1 
kz = X[x .  + -~hk~, t .  + -~h], 
1 
k3 = XExn + 2~h(k l  -I- 3kz), t. + gh], 
1 
k4 = XEx .  + -~h(k~ - 3k2 + 4k3), t. + 5hi, 
1 
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Fig. 2(d). F~ = 85.57. 
7.D 
2 
k 6 = X[x  n q- ~h(221k1 - 981k2 + 867k3 - 102k4 + ks), t. + 3h], 
5 
k7 = X[x .  + 4-~h( - 183k~ + 678k2 - 472k3 - 66k4 + 80k5 + 3k6), t. + gh], 
ks = X[x .  + ~zh(716ka - 2079k2 + 1002k3 + 834k4 - 454k5 - 9k6 + 72kv), t. + h], 
where h is the integration step. 
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